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Will the real Lottie Blossom stand up for herself?

Students of Arthur Ransome can be forgiven for confusion concerning Lottie Blossom, Ar-
thur’s last boat. The definitive biography by Hugh Brogan - The Life of Arthur Ransome -
describes his last boat as a “five-ton sloop” built in 1952 by Hillyard’s of Littlehampton
the builders of Nancy Blackett.  However, anyone reading Roger Wardale’s reconstruction
of Arthur’s logs of all his boats in the Amazon publication Ransome at Sea -  Notes From
The Chart Table will observe two Lottie Blossoms, not one!

Why two? What is the difference between them? Which is the one described by Hugh Bro-
gan? What has happened to them since?

The first boat I sailed around the Isle of
Wight was a Hillyard and I have been
“nutty” on Hillyard’s ever since. From
1995, Diana and I owned Twinkler one of
the earliest pleasure boats Hillyard
built – in 1922,  a 4 tonner. When I re-
tired in 2001, Diana insisted on us having
a boat she could stand up in if we were to
cruise extensively in our retirement. We
found a Hillyard six-tonner (Fig.1.) in a
mud berth in Brightlingsea on the East
Coast a day sail from Woodbridge where
we live. Although needing some tlc, She
satisfied Diana’s and my criteria; she had
not sailed for many years, serving as a
houseboat. In the brokers sheet was the footnote that she was reputed to have been associ-
ated with Arthur Ransome. Subsequently, researching Arthur Ransome’s diaries in the
Brotherton li-
brary soon estab-
lished that she
was indeed the
original (first)
Lottie Blossom.
How do we
know? All
Hillyard 6 ton-
ners look virtu-
ally the same.
Engraved in the
main beam is her
official number:
184902 (Fig. 2.)
matching the en-
try in Arthur’s
diary of 1951.

Fig. 1 Lottie blossom 1—now Ragged Robin III—in her
mudberth in Brightlingsea as discovered by us.

Fig. 2 Proof of identity: Official Number 184902 carved into the mainbeam and as en-
tered into AR’s diary as Lottie Blossom I
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She is a stan-
dard centre
cockpit 6 ton
Hillyard (Fig.
3.), sloop-rigged
with a central
cockpit and
wheel steering.

Arthur had writ-
ten that “fools
build and the
wise buy”. In a
sense, in Lottie
Blossom he had
the best of both
worlds. David
Hillyard, unlike
other boatbuild-
ers of his day,
built boats (Fig.
4) for family
cruising rather
than racing. This

Fig. 3. Original handbill for a centre cockpit Hilllyard 6 tonner, and standard plan and cross-section.

Fig. 4. Hillyards Yard in 2003; sadly no longer.
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was consonant with his Christian con-
victions, to build affordable boats not
for the very rich. Hillyard’s are solidly
built and very heavy. They are there-
fore very slow - so that it is said of
Hillyards that “although you won’t
drown in one, you could easily starve
to death in one”. Hillyard pioneered
the concept of series boatbuilding: a
succession of increasing sizes to a
similar plan: 2 ½, 4,6,9, 13 tonners
and so on. Each series had a nearly
identical hull with the accommoda-
tion, rig etc build to the prospective
owners requirements. Arthur saw the
hull in 1951 and made two brilliant
decisions (Fig. 5) in order to entice
Evgenia back to cruising with him.
First, he allowed Evgenia to name the
boat – after the flighty actress in the

Fig. 5  First two pages of AR’s diary for Lottie Blossom.   July 22, 1951 and November 5th, 1951 crucial
dates for Evgenia’s participation in the boat!

Fig. 6.   AR reading the Luck of the Bodkins.
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Luck of the Bodkins, Lottie Blossom.

Arthur was a great admirer
of PG Wodehouse (Fig.
6.). Second - and very im-
portant for us as we will
see later - he had Evgenia
“settling the internal ar-
rangements”. This meant
long bunks to suit both
their sizes (6’5” and 6’3”),
a decent galley for cooking
and entertaining, and a
corner cabinet (Fig.16) in
the ‘heads’ (the loo com-
partment).

Renamed Ragged Robin
III by her second owner, a
consultant physician, Sir
Paul Mallinson of Wim-
pole Street, she has been
retained in as near condition to the
original (Fig. 7.). The third owner was
another author: Anthony Rushworth-
Lund, who took her into the Seine
through Paris to the Mediterranean to
Corsica and back over five years in the
late 50s and wrote a charming account
of the voyage: By Way of the Golden
Isles.

For the early years in our possession,
we kept her likewise while sailing her
in her original haunts in Chichester

Fig. 7. Lottie Blossom I at anchor in Chichester Har-
bour in 1952; Ragged Robin III at anchor in Ham-
ford (Secret) Water in 2003. Fig. 8. In Birdham Pool: Ragged Robin III in 2003; Lot-

tie Blossom I in 1952.

Fig. 9. Lottie blossom I sailing in Emsworth Channel, Chichester Harbour.
Top:  AR (in skull cap) at the helm in 1952.   Bottom: in 2003.

Fig. 10.  How little has changed : saloon in 1952 and 2003.
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Harbour
(Figs 8 &
9.).

The accom-
modation is
virtually un-
altered in the
saloon (Fig.
10.) and
cockpit (Fig.
11.) the lat-
ter showing
Evgenia
working on
the rear
cabin door
which folds
down as a
seat as a
chart table
or breakfast
table (Fig.
12).

Fig. 11. How little has changed: Left: 1952. Evgenia at work, sitting on the folded down door
of the rear cabin.  Right. Same view today.

Fig. 12.   Rear cabin door table laid up for breakfast.
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Over the years, we have enjoyed the spacious
interior of the saloon (Fig. 13), rear cabin (Fig.
14), galley (Fig. 15) and even the ‘heads’ with its
original ’Baby Blake’ loo (Fig.16) and with its
corner Cabinet (Fig. 17). Every time we use the
heads, we marvel at the ability of the bulky bod-

Figs 13 Saloon Fig 14: Rear cabin

Fig. 16: The ‘Heads’.  How did the Ransomes squeeze
in?

Fig. 17. Evgenia’s corner cabinet in the ‘heads’
Fig. 18. The Evans’ looking forward to cruising.

Fig. 15. The galley
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ies of Arthur and Ev-
genia to squeeze into
the compartment!

Inevitably, to enable
us (Fig. 18) to cruise
extensively in north-
ern Europe, we have
made several up-
dates. First and most
significant, we have
changed her rigging
from sloop to cutter
by adding a short
bow-spirit, after a
sketch we found in
Arthur’s diary (Fig.
19). This has allowed
us to add a large
fore-sail – genoa –

on the bow-sprit. Arthur complained that the sloop rig was very heavy-handed in a blow:
“Lottie inclined to gripe rather too strong weather-helm”. In winds of Force 4 or less, the
large genoa balances the large mainsail nicely giving us a knot or more (Fig.20). In Force
5 or more, we furl the genoa from the

Fig. 19. Cutter rigged in 2004; following AR’s sketch in his diary.

Fig. 20. Cutter under sail. Fig.21 In the River Yealm with cockpit cover over
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cockpit, put in one or two reefs in the main and she’s very nicely balanced with just the in-
ner foresail - the stay -sail (as in Fig. 23)..

Arthur complained that if it rained they could not reach the stern cabin where they kept their
charts. It seems to rain most of the time on most of our cruises, so we have made an awning
enveloping the whole cockpit (Fig.21). We quickly found that this enables us to sail with it
fully erected with the leeside flap partly open to to allow an arm to adjust the foresails (Fig.
22). It still gives all-round visibility (Fig. 23).

With the advent of Marine Electronics, we have added a basic radar, chart plotter and instru-

Fig. 22. Sailing under the cockpit awning. Fig. 23.  Could do with wipers!

Fig. 24. Instrument panel: radar in the shadow at left; Chart plotter; speed over depth; wind speed and direc-
tion; GPS repeater; compass; mug holders; rear-view mirror.
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ments in front of the helm (Fig. 24).

We have improved the steering mechanism. In the original (Fig. 25), wires from the steer-
ing-wheel pull a tube that slides on a short tubular tiller. This gets very sluggish with use.
Replacing the short tiller with a quadrant (Fig. 26) has given an easy motion to the steering.

Having a bow-sprit has allowed us to ship the CQR anchor for easy release from the bow-
sprit (Fig. 27) conveniently powered by an electric winch from the cockpit or the foredeck
(Fig. 28). All of these changes have enabled us to remain sailing into our 80s compared with
Arthur’s 70 and Evgenia’s 60, when they finally swallowed the anchor.

Fig. 26. New steering arrangement:
quadrantFig. 25. Standard Hillyard sliding tube on tiller

Fig, 27. Electric winch and anchor
mounted on bowsprit

Fig. 28. Raising the anchor with the foredeck control of the
winch, while washing  mud off the chain
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The boat has taken us to Brittany (Fig. 29), round the islands of Denmark (Fig. 30) and es-
pecially exploring the canals and Meres of the Netherlands (Fig. 31.).

Our last cruise in her, in 2016, was our swan-
song. We wanted to explore the Dutch canals
we cannot transit with the mast up. We
achieved this by sailing over the North Sea
with the mast up and dropping it in a yard in
Tholen and replacing it with a jury rig (Fig.
32) to allow the mate’s new knees to cope

Fig. 29. Anchored in the Isles de Brehat, Brit-
tany.

Fig. 30.  Moored in Faaborg, Denmark.

Fig. 31.  In Sloten, Friesland, Netherlands

Fig. 32. Jury Rig for exploring ‘mast-down’ routes in
the Netherlands
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with the motion and especially
mooring up.   Details of all our
cruises can be found on my web-
site: http://www.tedevans.net/
ragged-robins-major-cruises/

We are delighted that a new
TARS member – Mark Dyson
and family -  are now taking her
over (Fig. 33) and wish them as
happy and safe cruising in her as
we have.

But why another Lottie Blossom?
Arthur could not get used to the
wheel steering, Evgenia the cen-
tre cockpit. On one occasion
when she was at the wheel, she
was enveloped by the main-sail
dropped by Arthur onto her head.
We use ‘lazy jacks’ to stop this
happening and find the wheel far
better for long-distance cruising.

Fig. 33. Mark Dyson and his Father ‘bonding’ with Ragged Robin III

Fig. 34. Lottie Blossom 2 anchored in Chichester Harbour.
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With home-made well seats (Fig.22) we
can sit or stand and steer for hours. Arthur
and Evgenia went back to David Hillyard at
the end of their first season in 1952 and had
him build another six-tonner with identical
hull as the first but with a single cabin
(with two berths only, instead of four) and
tiller steering. This is Lottie Blossom 2
(Fig. 34).  Again Evgenia was put in charge
(Fig. 35) and she and Arthur had two very
successful seasons aboard her before health
issues put paid to sailing at the end of 1954.

But Lottie Blossom 2 has apparently not
been looked after as well and survived as
Lottie 1.  The last record we have of her
was a photograph of her languishing in a
garden in 1990.

How to distinguish the two boats?  If there
are two separate cabins, she is the Lottie 1;
a single cabin, Lottie 2.  The illustrations in
the Biography show Lottie Blossom I (in
1952, not, as stated, in1953); the text de-
scribes the second Lottie!

When they parted with Lottie Blossom 1,
Arthur insisted on retaining the name, Lottie
Blossom, for the next. He did the same with
Racundra, which had to be renamed by her next owner Adlard Coles to Annette II. Why did
Arthur do this? Researching his diaries we came across this excerpt opposite April 25, 1952
(Fig. 36):

Fig. 35. Evgenia proudly awaiting the launch of Lottie
Blossom 2.

Fig. 36.  AR’s diary entry opposite April 25th, 1952.
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